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3 of 3 review helpful definitely has helped my game By Jack Wendelken The reason I purchased Golf my Way by 
Jack Nicklaus was because it was mentioned by pro golfer and recent Player s champ K J Choi as being a help to his 
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game Thanks K J for the recommendation Unlike a lot of instructional manuels the book is a pleasure to read and the 
advice and tips given by Nicklaus are spot on I ve already inserted some of Hailed as a classic and read everywhere 
golf is played Golf My Way has sold more than 2 million copies worldwide since it was first published in 1974 Finally 
Jack Nicklaus golf s leading master definitively covers the whole of his game through a lifetime of greatness Golf My 
Way presents an all inclusive A to Z explanation of how this greatest of champions thinks about and plays the game 
New introduction endpiece and illustrations com Written in the early 70s Golf My Way is the first of the truly modern 
instructionals mixing physics and kinesiology with theory and technique The writing s a little dense but the 
illustrations are quite good and some of the mental exercises no 
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